DEAR FRIENDS OF GEORGIA AUDUBON:

It goes without saying that 2020 was a challenging year for all of us. Closures and restrictions due to Covid-19 took hold just as our spring birds were returning from their tropical wintering locations, and organizations all over the state and country—Georgia Audubon included—were forced to pause in-person programming.

It would be several months before we were able to safely resume limited, small-group, in-person programming. However, even as we were forced to pause our in-person programming, our work continued. I'm pleased to report that, thanks to the help from our members, donors, board members, and staff, we enjoyed a year of successes in the face of so many challenges:

- We reaffirmed our commitment to birds, habitat, and communities in the state by spreading our wings to become Georgia Audubon.
- You—our members and donors—answered the call and infused our work with the financial support required to sustain and grow our programs. Your generous contributions of more than $500,000 to our Flocking Together Campaign helped us build the capacity needed to do more for Georgia's birds.
- Our Board of Directors, together with Executive Director Jared Teutsch, helped guide Georgia Audubon through the adoption of a new Strategic Plan, setting ambitious new goals and defining our work throughout the state for the next three years.
- We welcomed several new faces to our board and staff, helping to bring new energy and expertise to solving our state's greatest conservation challenges.

In 2021 I look forward to building upon new coastal conservation partnerships and expanding our community engagement work to ensure that nature and birds are accessible to all communities. I look forward to supporting our talented staff and volunteers in their work to expand habitat restoration, education, community engagement events, field trips, community science, wildlife sanctuaries, bird-friendly buildings, and bird monitoring across the state.

The new year ushers in a new era for Georgia Audubon, one that calls us to build a conservation-minded Georgia where birds prosper, habitats flourish, and communities across the state are fully engaged. Thank you for the important role you play in supporting this work.

With deep appreciation,

Linda DiSantis  
Chair, Board of Directors
OUR 2020 JOURNEY, MADE POSSIBLE BY YOU

CONSERVATION

1,750 square feet treated with bird-friendly window film at Southface Institute (Atlanta) and Elachee Nature Science Center (Gainesville)

6,018 bird-friendly native plants (through plant sales and habitat restoration), bringing our 3-year total to 19,576 native plants

27 acres of habitat restoration at 3 sites: Cascade Springs Nature Preserve (Atlanta), Big Creek Greenway (Alpharetta), Little Creek Horse Farm (Decatur)

EDUCATION

51 virtual programs with 4,309 participants

20 hummingbird programs featuring Sibley, our ambassador hummingbird

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

94 volunteers mobilized for Auk the Vote phone banking for Georgia voters

New partnership launched with Birdability to expand accessible birding

90,200 total views of Virtual Field Trips on Facebook Live

503 participants in Georgia Bird Fest 2020 events

OPERATIONS & GROWTH

359 donors contributed $522,304 through the Flocking Together Campaign to build capacity for Georgia Audubon’s work across the state

1 annual Coastal Conservation Fellowship created in partnership with Georgia Sea Grant

12 Georgia Audubon staff and 100 volunteers working for Georgia’s birds and communities
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2020 FINANCIALS

HOW PROGRAM DOLLARS BENEFIT BIRD-FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES

Habitat & Sanctuary Programs: 29%
Youth & Educator Programs: 15%
Project Safe Flight: 14%
Community Engagement & Workshops: 34%

Bird Monitoring & Research: 8%

Contributions & Grants: $529,813 / 70%
Programs & Events: $120,603 / 16%
Membership: $75,507 / 10%
Other: $31,608 / 4%

REVENUE $757,531

EXPENSES $833,930

Program Services: $675,470 / 81%
Fundraising: $79,762 / 10%
Administration: $78,698 / 9%

Black-throated Blue Warbler, Lorraine Moore

Red-winged Blackbird, Ben Knoot

Black-throated Blue Warbler, Lorraine Moore
2020 GEORGIA AUDUBON SUPPORTERS

THE BOARD AND STAFF OF GEORGIA AUDUBON EXTEND OUR APPRECIATION TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS AND FRIENDS WHO MADE SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL GIFTS IN 2020.

$10,000+
Alice Huffard Richards Charitable Fund
Les Cane^*
Gina* and John Charles^*
Linda DiSanctis* and Bob Kerr^*
Disney Conservation Fund
Georgia Ornithological Society
Angela and Tim Kaliban^*
H. Mikkil Jones and Jane Harmon^*
The Lamb Foundation
Charles Lindamood III^*
Charles* and Susan* Loeb^*
Ellen Macht^*
Susan Maclin*^ Montag & Associates
Jim and Sally Morgens / Morgens West Foundation^*
National Audubon Society
Robert F. Schumann Foundation
Esther* and Jim Stokes^*

$5,000–$9,999
J. Walter* and Shaun Bland^*
Charles and Julie Bowen^*
Colonial Pipeline
Marianne Halle^*
Interface
KEEN Footwear

$2,500–$4,999
Marcia Dew Banks^*
Meredith Bell
Cherokee Garden Club
Cox Enterprises, Inc.
EarthShare of Georgia
Leslie Edwards* and Jay Pakchar^*
Janice Edwards
Shannon Fair^*
Mary Kimberly* and Gavin MacDonald^*
Melinda Langston*^ Sandy* and Simon* Miller^*
Town Center Community Alliance
Wells Fargo Foundation

$1,000–$2,499
Laura Adams and Andrew Feiler^*
Mary Claire, Doug, and Gavin* Alvine
Patricia Barmeyer and Ward Wight^*
Carol Burgess
Stephen Devereaux^*
William and Brenda Drever
Bradley Fricke^*
Melanie* and Mark Furr
Marie Gaffney^*
Georgia Power Company
Nancy Hamilton^*
Martha Hiatt and Michael Betuel^*
Phoebe Janfclone^*
Carla Knobloch
Eleanor Lacoss
Paige Martin and Arjun Srinivasan^*
Robert Mowrey
Katharine O’Hare^*
Perez Planning & Design LLC
Steven Phenicle and Lisa Slotznick^*
Teed and Sadler Poe^*
Rusty Pritchard^*
Katharine* and Ronald Robey^*
Susan Rolih
Markham Smith and Ellen Hauck^*
SolAmerica Energy LLC
Fritz and Julie Teutsch^*
Vortex Optics
Michael Weaver**

$500–$999
David Abbe
Beverly and John Baker^*
James and Janie Bogan
Susan and Bill Brodgon^*
Donna Bryans-Gensler
Gary and Leslie Cottrell
Jay Davis^*
Patricia C. Davis* and Curtis A. Johnson
Tricia Downing^*
Steven* and Jacqueline Dupont
Martha* and Jack* Fasse^*
Joshua Gassman
Barbara and Gus Giebelhaus
Vin Gleespen^*
Elizabeth and Sheddell Hafe* Phyllis Hawkins* and Mark Seaman^*
Kathy Helms*
Ralph and Ize Henderson^*
Elizabeth and Bill Higginsbotham^*
Andrew Thomas Jones
Gus Kaufman*
Marcia Kleinborg*
Margaret Lamb* and Steve Barnard^*
Allyson Lewis^*
Colleen McBride
Anne* and Jim McCallum^*
Kevin McCauley
Ellen Miller^*
Robyn* and Steve* Newman^*
Tom Painter* and Carla Roncoli^*
Kim Payne^*
Jon Philipseborn
Steven Predelitto
John and Andrea Pruitt^*
Jack and Ashley Reed
Georgann Schmalz^*
Donna Shapiro*
Larry Stephens*^ Sarah Vassy
Winkler and Lynn Weinberg

$250–$499
Jan and Bill Anderson
Shirley Andrews* and Brett Neal
Linda Bates^*
Sheryl and Richard Berg
Mary Berg^*
Mark and Crystal Berry
Peter Blakeney
Brian and Kathy Brackney
Judith Bridges
Beth Brock* and Sarah Carruthers**
Max* and Carolyn Brown
Barbara Brown and Arthur English
Kelly Bryant^*
Debbie Butterfield
Emily Carr
Maureen Carroll and Eric Davis^*
Glenn Cartledge
Kathleen Cesses and John Little
Carey and Jeff Coghill^*
James Coley^*
Jennifer Curry and Monica Moukaliff
Ann and Jim Curry
John and Jessica Dark
Isabel C. Defigueiredo
Ethan and Alexis Devine
Alison Drummond^*
Virginia Dunbar^*
Gale Farlow^*
Sharon Fisher
Cynthia Fleck and Daniel Zdonczgk^*
Robert Goodwin^*
Marian Gordin^*
R. Eric Greene^*
Ellen Herbert and Rick Neale^*
Pierre Howard^*
Cathie Hudson^*
Marilyn Huffman ^*
Art* and Lisa* Hurt* Patty and Peter Jenkins^*
Mark and Suzanne Jernigan^*
Riduan Joesoef and Mary Serdula^*
The Joyce Family^*
Andrew Keeton
Valerie Kelleher
Judy Killeen^*
Gail King^*
Jeffrey and Kelly Kingsfeld
David and Muriel Knope^*
Anita Kumar
Susan Kyle
Liane Lacoss^*
Judy Lampert
Beth and Rick Langhorst
Eevonne Blythers Lapsey
Cindy Lederman^
Pamela Lesko
Carrie Lindblad
Sarah Mabry
Charlotte Main*
Katharine Main*
Mary Lou McCloskey^*
Robert McDonough^* and Cydnee Dubroff
Leigh McDougal
Nancy Clair and Steve McInaney
Barbara McNamara
Phyllis Miller^*
Polly and Larry Nodine
Lindsay Norman
Michelle Page
Diane and Henry Parkman
Linda Petkus
Andrew Philipsborn*
Lisbet Ann Phillips Cathy Pierson^*
Julie Ralston^*
Lavanya Ramanjan and Ranji Gangadhar
Debbie Rankin
Christy Roberts
Doug Robinson
Neil Schuem
Katherine Seeliman*
Michael Smith and Robin Sangston^*
Perry Smith
LaTresse and Leon Snead
Alan Stevens
Wayne and Jane Thorpe
Trey Treadtude and James Monacell
Bonnie Uhlenbrock^*
Melanie* and Keith Vickers^*
Warren* and Gail Walter
Jack Weeks^*
Marianna Wilson^*
Diana Worthington-White^*
Kathy Wright and Brown Widener^*
James Zainald

Under $250
1,738 individual donors

*Georgia Audubon Master Birder
^ Flocking Together Campaign Donor

Every attempt has been made to include all donors in each category and to correctly identify them. If you believe there has been an error, please contact us so that we may correct our records.

www.georgiaaudubon.org
4055 Roswell Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30342
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